SAFETY

MAINTENANCE

THE LONG ARM
MACHINE

Quilting Machine Usage Guidelines
All general safety guidelines apply to this piece ofequipment
Befoaoe Use:
• Use only attachments recommended by the manufacturer as contained in the owner's manual
• Never operate this quilting machine if it has a damaged cord or plug, if it is not working properly, if it
has been dropped or damaged, or dropped in water
• Never operate the machine with any air openings blocked. Keep ventilation openings of the machine
free from the accumulation oflint, dust, and loose cloth
• Do not use bent needles
During Use:
• Only use the thread provided by The Maker Spot
• After turning on the machine, there is approximately a six second delay before the LCD Touch Screen
becomes visible. (This is the required boot up time and is not a malfunction)
• Only a light touch with your finger tip is required when making a selection on the LCD Touch Screen.
Do not touch the surface of the screen with any hard or sharp object, such as pencils, pens,
screwdrivers, etc. Use a soft cloth to wipe off the screen
• Do not leave quilting machine unattended, with the needle in the DOWN position
• Keep fingers away from all moving parts. Special care is required around sewing machine needles
Post Use:
• Pick up any pins that might have fallen to the floor
• To disconnect, turn all controls to the off ("0") position
• Put cover on machine
• Unplug machine from electrical outlet. To unplug, grasp plug, not the cord.
• Lock power cable and return key to Staff member
• Return or purchase bobbin( s)
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Longarm Maintenance
General Safety Tips
1) Make sure you have your machine plugged into a quality surge protector at all
times, when you are using it.
2) Unplug your machine, when you are not using it! For your safety and the safety
of the machine, do not use it, or leave it plugged in, during rain or lightening
storms.
3) Do not attempt to use your machine or frame in a way, that is was not
intended.

General Maintenance
You will have lint and fibers coming off of your quilt, from 5 sources. Top thread,
bottom thread, top fabric, bottom fabric and batting. These fibers and lint can get into
your hook assembly, your tension assembly, your check spring, your needle bar housing,
your bobbin case, your wheels and your track.

Keep Your Machine Clean
1) Dust and wipe down your machine each day, after use.
2) Wipe off the lint from your needle bar. A build up oflint will occur during
each quilt. This lint mixed with the machine oil on your needle bar, can make
little oily balls, that, when not taken care of, can fall onto your quilt, leaving
unwanted marks or residue.
3) Using a small brush or canned air, blow out all lint and thread from the bobbin
case after each bobbin change.
4) Using a small brush, clean out all lint and thread from the hook assembly after
each bobbin change.
"'Use a polyester or nylon bristle brush. Do not use horse hair, natural fibers or
straw brushes. These brushes tend to flake off in your bobbin case or hook
assembly.
5) Check your tension assembly and check spring, for lint and threads, before
starting each new quilt. Using a small brush, chenille stick, or canned air, clean
out all lint and threads, around the tension assembly and between the discs ofthe
tension assembly.
6) Clean and wipe down the tracks or rails of your frame, before each quilt. Get
rid of all lint and threads. Do not disturb your t:ncoders.
7) Clean and wipe down the carriage, tracks and wheels, before each quilt. Get
rid of all lint and threads. Do not disturb your encoders.

Diagram Showing the sides of the machine

Bobbin Tension.
This is used to apply
tension to the thread
being loaded on the

bobb;"\

ccess Panel
Above the motor there is a
panel that will give you access to the workings of the
bobbin winder. There are
five screws holding this on
plus you have to remove the

"

Back
Front
Your handlebars
attach to the face
plate. There are
3 screws that
hold this on to the
machine.

2 screws hold this in
place
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General Operation of the LCD key pad
When you turn on your Long arm Quilting Machine during start
up you will see some screens flash by if you watch the display which
show you the version and other things. Once you see the screen in Figure
21 you are ready to use the machine.
The controls keys are as follows:
~-...,...

Auto Stitch
Pressing this button activates the Stitch regulation
with stop feature
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Figure 21

Manual Stitch
Pressing this button activates the manual stitch

Idle Stitch
Pressing this button activates the Stitch regulation
without the stop feature
Decrease button
Lowers stitches per inch, speed or change menu options.

Menu button
Opens the Menu

Increase button
Increases stitches per inch, speed or change menu
options.

Auto Stitch (Stitch Regulation)
At this point if you want to change the Stitches Per Inch (SPI) then you
can press and release the (-) key to decrease the number of stitches or
you can press and release the (+) key to increase the number of stitches.
(Note: If you press and hold the(-) or(+) keys then you will see the
numbers decrease or increase quicker than if you just press and release
the(-) or(+) keys) Once you are happy with the Stitches Per Inch (SPI)
then you can press and release the Start/Stop key and the LCD will
change. You can see on the LCD that next to the Stitch you see the word
ON. This means the quitter is ready to quilt and as you move the quitter
it will stitch.

Figure 22
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Manual Stitch

..
If you choose Manual you will be in the manual stitch mode of the
machine. Fig 23 shows the LCD screen for the Manual. You will notice you have the OFF just like in the Auto but you have numbers with
percentage at the top rather than just a number. Same as with the Auto
the (start/stop) key will tum the machine on and you will be ready to
stitch unlike the Auto once you hit the (start/stop) key the machine will
begin sewing.
Like the Auto you can use the (-) or (+) keys to decrease or increase
the speed of the machine. When in the manual mode the machine will Figure 23
not stop stitching just because you stop moving the machine. Stitches
will begin to pile up if you stop moving but not press the start/stop
button.

Idle (stitch regulation without stop)
Idle stitch gives you the stitch regulation with an idle stitch. Once
you press and release the start/stop button the machine starts stitching when you come to a stop the needle continues to stitch at a slow
speed, This mode allows for ease in and out of comers. Press and
release start/stop button and machine will stop.
The astrict * shows which feature you are changing. By pressing the
"I" you can switch between the SPI and the SPD. Using the+ andkey you can adjust the values.

Figure 24

Changing Stitching Mode
To change the stitching mode simply push the corresponding letter
button below the display to switch to a different mode.
Press the A button for the Auto stitch mode
Press the M button for the Manual stitch mode
Press the I button for the Idle stitch mode.

The Menu button will cycle through other options.
Stitch mode
White Lights
Black Lights
Laser Port
Encoder Test
Motor/Index Test
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White Lights

By pressing the + key you can increase the intensity of the light from
O%to 100%
By pressing the- key you can decrease the intensity of the light from
100%to 0%
The lights change by 20% with each push of the + or - keys
Black Lights

The Black lights are either on or off. Pressing the + key turns them on
and pressing the - key turns them off.

Laser port

The laser port is also either on or off. Pressing the + key turns the port
on and pressing the - key turns the port off.

Figure 27

Encoders

Encoders shows two sets of numbers. When you are on this display
you will see the numbers change as you move the machine and the
encoders send a signal to the machine.
Encoder 1 is for the Top encoder port
Encoder 2 is for the Bottom encoder port
Figure 28

Motor/Index

Here you will see two sets of numbers as well.
Motor will show you if the motor is turning when the numbers increase. To see this change press the needle up button and you should
see the Motor index numbers move 5800 - 6000 digits.
Index will show the needle up sensor reading the needle position sensor numbers will change. Index number will increase by one for every
full revolution ofthe hand wheel or press of the needle up key.

Figure 29
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Handle Bar soft touch key pads
At the end of each handle bar is a set of two soft touch
buttons.
Right handle bar has buttons for Start/Stop and needle
up.
Left handle bar has buttons for needle down and full
stitch.
This is the same for both the font handles and the rear
handles

Figure 30

Figure 31

What is the Tension Release Lever?
The tension release lever raises the hopping foot and
releases the tension on the thread. See figure 32
You can watch the tension disc plates open (this is not a
huge open gap) as you lift the lever.

NEVER start sewing with the lever up.
There will be no tension on the thread which will result
in stitches on the bottom being bad with huge loops and
other bad looking stitches.
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Bobbin Winder and Bobbins
A bobbin winder is included with your machine. The thread on a properly wound bobbin should be snug and
have even layers of thread. A sloppy or mushy wound bobbin will result in poor stitch quality.
How do I wind a Bobbin?
Step 1: Insert an empty bobbin on the bobbin winder spindle.
See figure 41

Step 2: Place a cone of thread on the holder.
Step 3: Bring the thread up through the guide over the cone of
thread. See figure 42
Step 4: Insert the thread through the top guide hole on the bobbin tension post, then around the tension disk and through the
bottom thread guide. See figure 43

Figure 41

Step 5: Wrap the thread around the bobbin clockwise three or
four times
Step 6: Push trip mechanism forward until it snaps into position
See figure 44

Use step 7 if you plan to quilt while your bobbin is winding. or
use step 8 if you are winding bobbins without quilting.
Step 7: Bobbin winder will start winding the bobbin once
you press the start/stop key. You can quilt while your bobbin is
winding once it is full it will stop.
Step 8: If you wind your bobbin only (When not quilting) ensure that you do not have thread in the needle to prevent jams.
Also remove the bobbin and bobbin case to prevent damage.
Select Manual stitch mode, then press and release the start/stop
button. Once the bobbin is full press and release the start/stop
button again to stop the machine. Note: The Needle will

Figure 42

Figure 43

continue to move up and down while you are filling
the bobbin.
The bobbin will fill until the trip mechanism is pushed out
by the thread. It will then disengage the wheel. The bobbin
should fill to just below the rim. Having the bobbin too full
will cause tension problems.

I
Figure 44
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Check the tension of the bobbin by holding the loaded bobbin case in one hand. With one hand under the bobbin case,
hold the tail of thread and watch as the thread flows out ofthe
bobbin case. A slight bounce should cause the bobbin case
to slide down the thread. If the thread slides out of the case
as you pick it up, it needs more tension. If it barely moves
down the thread or doesn't move at all, it needs less tension.

AdJ••tthbO<rew

ror te••lon

See .figure 45

adjust111Hts

To adjust the tension: See.figure 46
Use a small screwdriver to turn the largest set screw on the
bobbin case to adjust tension.
Make very small adjustments.
Be very careful not to remove the screw as it is very small
and difficult to find if lost.
Remember, righty (clockwise) tighty, lefty (counter clockwise) loosey.

Do not

mclju~t
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Figure 46

To place the bobbin into the machine:
Step 1: Insert the bobbin into the bobbin case. It does not
matter which way you put the bobbin in but once you have it
one way just keep doing it that way.

Tension Spring

Step 2: Holding the bobbin case pull the thread through the
slot. See .figure 47
Step 3: Draw the thread down and under the tension spring,
making sure the thread is in the highest position of the bobbin
case. See .figure 47
Step 4: Place the bobbin case in the machine. Always listen
for the pop as it engages in the machine. See .figure 48

We suggest using a soft bristle brush to wipe out the bobbin case and the bobbin area. Canned air only blows the lint
around. By using the soft bristle brush you collect the dust
on the brush.

Figure 48

Use a business or index card to clean under the tension spring
on the bobbin case see.figure 49
Each day before you start quilting, unthread your machine
past the take up lever and remove the bobbin case, place a
small drop of oil on a Q-tip and use this to clean out the fuzz
and lint. Place a drop of oil in the bobbin hook area. Turn
your machine on to run at the slowest setting. This will ensure that your race and hook are running smoothly.

Figure 49
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Threading overview with names
This is a diagram of the front side of your Long arm Quilting
Machine
This is the side that faces the fabric. The back of your machine
has the electrical outlet and stitch regulator connectors.
The numbers have been assigned in threading order.
See .figure 50

1. Upper Thread Guide
2. Three Hole Thread Guide
3. Tension assembly disc
4. Check Spring
5. Silver Angle Bracket
6. Thread Guide
7. Take Up Lever

8. Thread Guide
9. Thread Guide
10. Thread Eyelet above the needle
11. Needle

Threading Your Long arm Quilting Machine
Your Long arm Quilting Machine is capable of sewing with many types of threads. One thing to keep in mind
is this machine is an industrial machine so very light threads will be harder to use than the more traditional
machine quilting threads. Use of the other threads is alright as long as you adjust the tension and slow down.
These machines are test sewn with Superior King Tut thread which has a long staple and is a machine quilting
thread. When we are at quilt shows we use the King Tut on top with a So Fine on the bottom. The reason for
this is two threads of equal size will ride on top of each other and fight rather than to interlock. When using
a smaller thread in the bobbin you can get more thread on the bobbin and the threads will interlock faster and
with less fighting as the smaller thread will nestle right down into the twist of the larger thread creating a better
locking of the stitches.
Lets get started threading the machine:
Step 1: Place a cone of thread on the thread holder.

Step 2: Pull the thread through eyelet above the
cone of thread. Make sure to use the eyelet directly
above the cone of thread. See .figure 51

Figure 51
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Step 3: Thread upper thread guide as show in figure 52
(if you use all three holes it will add drag/tension to the thread)
Step 4: Weave thread as shown on the three hole thread guide.
(if you use all three holes it will add drag/tension to the thread)
See figure 53

Figure 53

Figure 52
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Step 5: Take thread between the two tension discs from back
to front all the way around. See .figure 54 (release the tension on
the tension disc using the tension release lever. This will help to
ensure your thread gets between the disc easier.)

\

Step 6: While holding the thread up over the top of the tension
hook the check spring. The check spring should come down as
you pull thread.

Figure 55

Step 7: Thread now needs to run under the silver angle bracket
See .figure 55 for details.

Step 8: Now bring the thread up to thread guide #6 above the
tension assembly. You will be able to slide the thread into this
thread guide. See .figure 56
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Step 9: The thread will now be threaded through the take up
lever from the back towards the front. See .figure 57

Figure 5 7

Step 10: Now bring the thread down the front of the machine
snapping the thread into thread guide 8 and thread guide 9 on the
way down to the needle. See .figure 58 and.figure 59
Step 11: The thread will now go into the Thread eyelet above
the needle. See .figure 60 This is a hole and you will need to
thread this spot.
(TIP: Use a dental floss threader to thread the guide above the
needle. The threader will also help thread the needle.)

'
Figure 58

Figure 59

Step 12: Thread the needle from the front to the back of the
needle. See .figure 61

Figure 60

Figure 61
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